Abstract. Recently published methods reconstruct the complex exit wave of the specimen in a transmission electron microscope by combining a number of' images recorded at different defocus values. An expression is derived for the variance of the reconstructed wave as a functioxi of the experimental parameters that can be freely chosen. It is shown how these parameters can be usrd for experimental design, that is, for the minimizing of the variance of the reconstructed wave.
-I. Introduction A transmission electron microscope (TEM) is an important instrument for investigating specimens up to the atomic level. Problems connected with linking the images to the specimen structure are the linear distortion of the electron exit wave of the specimen by the microscope and the loss of the phase angle information in the recording process. Several authors have proposed the method of exit wave reconstruction by means of a defocus series to overcome the above problems [4,9,13]. The results of this paper concern this method, for which practical results have already been derrionstratrd in [1,2,5,9].
The imaging model for a 'Z'EM is in principle nonlinear. but it may be linearized for a wide range of specimens. This linearization is also used in this paper. Because the pixel intensities of the recorded image aze Poissou variates, the reconstruction problem has to be v;ewed as a statistical p a r a m e h estimation problem. It is investigated how the free parameters in the design of the experiments [4] , which are defocus range, defocus steps, number of images and dose per image, should be chosen in order to optimize the estimates of the exit wave under the constraint of a limited electron dose.
Image reconstruction
Image formation in a TEM is generally described in terms of the complex electron exit wave e c ( F ) , which contains the iriformation about the specimen. arid the complex, defocus dependent microscope impulse response function h(F. 2 ) , where ?'= (2, y ) .
The (2, y ) plane is perpendicular to the optical axis z of the microscope. In quasi-coherent. and linear approximation, the image inteiisity is described by [XI:
where ' denotes the complex conjugate, * a two-dimensional convolution, & ( z ) the average electron dose, and ye,(.') IS zero mean.
Solving (1) for the exit wave means deconvolving with respect to the impulse response function, which IS easier to perform in the frequency domain. Splitting up the exit wave in its real and imaginary parts (yez(F) = yVe(.') +jy,,(.') ), and taking the Fourier transform of (I), yields the grneral linear expression for the image spectrum [i": 
where H denotes the complex conjugate transpose. A solution is only defined if the determinant of GTG is nonzero for all ij. If the defocus steps Az(n) between the images arc equal, i t can be shown [7] that this condition is fulfilled when A z ( n ) < l/(Agiac),
with gnos the highest spatial frequency present in the images and A the wavelength of the electrons. This gives a direct upper limit for the defocus step size between the images.
Analysis of error sources
The recording of the images unavoidably introduces Poisson noise because this is inherent to the process of counting electrons. With the advent of modern Charged Coupled Device (CCD) based cameras, the Poisson noise is the dominant non-systematical error source in the images [l] . There are several other systematical error sources, such as: the nonlinear imaging terms [5], inelastic scattering [lo] and inaccuracies in measured defocus position and spherical aberration. In this paper these error sources are neglected. In their absence it is the Poisson noise which corrupts the measurements and determines the precision with which the exit wave spectrum, and thus the exit wave, can be estimated. When the number of electrons counted is large compared with its square root, the Poisson distribution may be replaced by a normal one [ 6 ] . Theu the measured intensities at pixel position (k,l) are described by. . If the contrast in the images is low, which applies to a wide range of specimens, the variance at all pixels and per image may be approximated by the averaged intensity over all pixels, n ? (~, ) = Io(z,).
IV. Precision of the reconstructioq . .
In theory, the defocus series method can directly reconstruct the exit wave spectrum from the image spectra. However, because the iniages are not. free of ncJise, only an estimate of the exit wave spectrum is obtained and the estimator determines the precisioii (standard deviation) of the estimates. Reconstruction is performed by a two step estimation procedure:
1. Estimate the image spectrum at each defocus with a twodimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT).
2. Estimate the exit wave spectrum from the image spect!ra at different defoci.
Consider the first step. Suppose that the specimen has a periodical structure and that the processed images consist of an integer number of periods. Then the spectrum is the complex Fourier coefficient spectrum of the periodical image and the DFT is equivalent to the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator [12] . As stated before, the errors in each pixel are noncovariant and normally distributed with the same variance. Then the OLS and, therefore, the DFT estimator have minimum variance among all estimators [ll] . Also the points of the estimated spectrum are unbiased, noncovariant, normally distributed and have a common variance Io(znj,iLz, with L the number of pixels in the x and y direction [7] . In the second step, the exit wave spectrum is estimated from the estimated image spectra. Now the set of equations to be solved includes the errors e(J, z,) :
Since the t (i, z,,) are normally distributed and noncovariant, but have a different variance for different n, the most precise estimator for QTe(ij) and Qim(i) is the weighted least squares estimator with the reciprocals of the variances of the t (i, 2 . ) as weights [7] . The solution to (7) for the exit wave spectrum for the frequency s' is: 
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V. Design reconstruction experiments
For the derign of the experiments it is important to make a distinction between two types of parameters. The first type is characteristic to the TEM and determines its transfer function If(;, z ) , and thus the limit to the resolution. In these experiments the parameters were set as follows. The gun was a field emission gun (FEG). The acceleration voltage was 300 kV. The spherical aberration was 1 mm. The objective aperture was 20 mrad. The illuminaiion angle was 0.1 mrad. The chromatic defocus spread was 1OOA and there was no astigmatism. This gives a spatial resolution of about 1A. Also, H(ij,zn) [8] and & and --. - In the figures 1 and 2, the inverse of the variances of the estimated spectra of the real and imaginary part of the exit wave are plotted for N=2. The variance is normalized with respect to the total electron dose and the number of pixels, and the frequency coordinates are measured in glaser (Gl) ( 3 G1 correspon$s for the above TEM parameters to a spatial resolution of 0.98 A ) . In figure 3 ancl 4 the same dose is used, evenly spread over 16 images. Figure 4 Inberse normalized variance of the spectrum of the leal part of the exit wave for 16 images Clearly, I t is advantageous to distribute the total electron dose over a relatively large number of images The spectra can be accurately ertimated over broader band of frequencies, despite the fact that the SNR per image is much lower. Also it is seen that the estimate of the 5 p e~t r u m of the imaginary part of the exit wave gives veq high variances for low spatial frequencies, which is due to the nature of image forniation for phase objects [8] . Secondly, the choice of d a r t defocus is investigated.
-1 - 6 show the inverse of the normalized variance for a start defocus of 8 scherzer (Sch) (where 1 Sch corresponds t o 44.2 nm). These figures illustrate that there is a precision tradeoff between the estimate of the spectrum of the real part and that of the imaginary part of the exit wave for the low spatial frequencies. The actual choice of start defocus will therefore very much depend on the type of specimen (amplitude and/or phase) and the required precision in a certain frequency band. Thirdly, it is investigated how the defocus steps between the different images should be chosen. In figures 1 to 6 they were all chosen equal.
However, if the defocus steps are chosen differently, and partly larger than the limit set in section 11, the equations (8) h'ext, the configuration is optimized with respect t o the width of the passband. Figures 11 and 12 show the results. VIII. References
